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● Why Instructional Routines?!
● Experience Contemplate then Calculate
● Unpack Contemplate then Calculate

  AGENDA



 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Participants will learn an instructional routine 
(Contemplate then Calculate) which they can use in 
their classroom.

2. Participants will connect the work of the instructional 
routines to the 5 Practices for Orchestrating 
Productive Mathematics Discussions.



 

Why instructional routines? 



Conversations about teaching

Without  instructional routines...



Conversations about teaching

Without  instructional routines... With  instructional routines...



Cognitive focus in the classroom

Without instructional routines…   



Cognitive focus in the classroom

Without instructional routines…      With instructional routines…



The 5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive 
Mathematics Discussion



The 5 Practices for Orchestrating Productive 
Mathematics Discussion

  
1. ANTICIPATE

2. MONITOR

3. SELECT

4. SEQUENCE

5. CONNECT



 

Experience Contemplate then Calculate 



Rehearsal RoutineContemplate then Calculate Roles



Contemplate then Calculate

WHAT:     Practice looking for calculation 
                    shortcuts using what you know 
                    about the way counting and area 
                    work.

WHY:    to “think like mathematicians”,  
   to find calculation shortcuts using
   mathematical structure.



Contemplate then Calculate

Notice 

Find a calculation shortcut

Share and study strategies

Reflect on learning



 

What do you notice?

What do you think might be 
mathematically important?



 

What do you notice?



 

What do you notice?



 

What do you notice?



 

Share

I noticed ...
What did you notice?



    Find a Calculation Shortcut

Find the number of small 
white squares 
in your head 
without counting 

all of the squares.

Be prepared to explain 
why your strategy works.



    Find a Calculation Shortcut

Find the number of small 
white squares 
in your head 
without counting 

all of the squares.

Be prepared to explain 
why your strategy works.



Share and Study Shortcuts

Presenter
We noticed… so we…
We knew… so we…
Our strategy works because…

Audience
They noticed… so they…
They knew… so they…
Their strategy works because…

How many small white squares?



 

Reflect on Learning

Paying attention to ________ in a visual is 
helpful because ________.

You can find strategies for counting by____.



 

Quick write/share

1. Write down anything you think stays the same 
about the routine and anything you think that might 
change.

2. Write down connections you’ve made between the 
routine and the 5 Practices.

3. Share what you wrote with a partner. 



Rehearsal RoutineContemplate then Calculate Roles



Contemplate then Calculate

WHAT:     Practice looking for calculation 
                    shortcuts using what you know 
                    about the way numbers and

   quantities work.

WHY:    to “think like mathematicians”,  
   to find calculation shortcuts using
   mathematical structure.



Contemplate then Calculate

Notice 

Find a calculation shortcut

Share and study strategies

Reflect on learning



 

What do you notice?

What do you think might be 
mathematically important?



 

What do you notice?



 

What do you notice?



 

What do you notice?



 

Share

I noticed ...
What did you notice?



    Find a Calculation Shortcut

“In your head” find the 
value of a square with the 
fewest calculations.

Be prepared to explain 
why your strategy works.



    Find a Calculation Shortcut

“In your head” find the 
value of one square with 
the fewest calculations.

Be prepared to explain 
why your strategy works.



Share and Study Shortcuts

Presenter
We noticed… so we…
We knew… so we…
Our strategy works because…

Audience
They noticed… so they…
They knew… so they…
Their strategy works because…

What is the value of one 

square?



 

Reflect on Learning

Paying attention to _______ in equations is 
helpful because _______.

You can use _______ to find calculation shortcuts 
by _______.



 

Quick turn and talk

Discuss with a partner:

What stayed the same for each enactment of the 
routine? What changed? Compare this to what you 
and your partner wrote originally.

What connections have you made between the 
instructional routine and the 5 Practices?



 

Unpack Contemplate then Calculate



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

Goal: Collaborate to describe the Contemplate then 
Calculate routine, the connection to the 5 Practices 
and record any questions we have.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

Choose a section of the routine where you want to 
start. 

Introduce yourself to the people in your group.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

With your group:

1. Elaborate on the details of the routine
2. Describe a rationale for these details
3. Add any connections to the 5 Practices
4. Add any questions you have about this section.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

With your group:

1. Rotate to the next poster.
2. Give the marker to someone else in your group.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

✔      Add a check mark where you agree with an idea.
+       Use a plus sign when you want to add an idea.
☆     Star the three most important ideas.
         
         Circle the most important idea.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

1. With your group, quietly walk around and look at 
the changes on all five posters.

2. Put an exclamation point ( ! ) anywhere you are 
surprised or there is something you want to talk 
about further.



 

Unpacking Contemplate then Calculate

Idea Carousel:

1. Return to your seats.

2. Open discussion:
a. What remaining questions do you have about the 

routine?
b. How does this routine give all students access to 

the mathematics?



 

How can I use Contemplate then Calculate?

1. Introduce a new topic or idea.

2. Find out what kids understand before I teach

3. Find out what kids understand after I teach

4. Connect ideas from earlier to ideas from today.

5. Review key ideas in an interactive format.



More detail on the 5 Practices



 

More information about Instructional Routines

tedd.org

  math.newvisions.org



 

Next Steps

For videos of Contemplate then Calculate check out:

https://curriculum.newvisions.org/math/getting-started/

curriculum-components/instructional-routines/

AND to continue the conversation on Twitter:

#CThenC

https://curriculum.newvisions.org/math/getting-started/curriculum-components/instructional-routines/
https://curriculum.newvisions.org/math/getting-started/curriculum-components/instructional-routines/

